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Creating Style 
Sheets5

Looking for an easier way to format your Web page?  This 
chapter shows how you to use style sheets to assign 

formatting properties and values to your HTML document.
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Understanding Style Sheets           
(pg 62)

 You can use cascading style sheets, or 
CSS, to exercise precise control over the 
appearance of your HTML documents.

 Style sheets can help you maintain a 
consistent look and feel throughout your 
Web site.
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Understanding Style Sheets           
(pg 62)

 By regulating formatting controls to 
another sheet, you can free up your 
HTML document of repetitive coding to 
concentrate on the main elements and 
content that make you your page.
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Defining Style Sheets
 A style sheet is simply a separate text file with 

the .css file extension.
 Style sheets can also be internal, residing with an 

HTML document.
 A style sheet holds formatting codes, that 

control your Web page’s appearance.

Understanding Style Sheets           
(pg 62)
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Defining Style Sheets (continuation)
 You can use style sheets to change the look of any 

Web page element, such as paragraphs, lists, 
background and more.

 Any time you want to apply formatting to an 
HTML document, you attach- or link – the style 
sheet to the page.

Understanding Style Sheets           
(pg 62)
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Style Sheets Can Control Multiple 
Pages

 You can link every page in your Web site to a 
single sheet.  

 Any changes you make to the style sheet 
formatting are reflected in every HTML document 
linking to the sheet.

Understanding Style Sheets           
(pg 62)
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Style Sheets Can Control Multiple 
Pages  (continuation)

 By storing all the formatting information in one 
convenient spot, you can easily update appearance 
your site’s page in one whole swoop.

 This can be a real time-saver if your site consists 
of lots of pages.

Understanding Style Sheets           
(pg 62)



Style Sheet Syntax
 Style Sheets are made up of rules, and each rule 

has two distinct parts:

Understanding Style Sheets           
(pg 62)

Selectors

Declarations

Specifies the element to which you 
want to apply a style rule.

Specifies the formatting for the 
selector.

Example:  H2{color: navy}



Style Sheet Syntax (continuation)
Example:  H2{color: navy}
 H2 is the selector 
 The declaration sets the color property to silver.
 NOTE:  Declarations can include a property

and a value. If you attach a page to this style 
rule, all level 2 headings on the page will appear 
in navy blue.

Understanding Style Sheets           
(pg 62)



Writing Style Syntax
 When writing style sheet syntax, always start with 

the selector - the element to which you want to 
apply the rule, followed by the declaration in curly 
brackets { }.

 The declaration consists of a property and a value, 
and if you use more than one declaration, you must 
separate each with a semicolon.

 NOTE:   If you forget to include a semicolon, the 
browser ignores the rule.

Understanding Style Sheets           
(pg 63)



Style Classes
 For times in which you want to apply formatting 

only to a particular instance of an element, you can 
use a class attribute.

 You can assign a distinct name to a class, and add a 
style rule that applies only to that class.

 For example, perhaps you want to add select 
formatting to a paragraph.

 You define the style rule on your style sheet, and 
then refer to the class name in your HTML 
document.

Understanding Style Sheets           
(pg 63)



Inheritance
 Elements you add within other elements inherit the 

first element’s formatting, unless otherwise 
specified.

 For example, if you define a style for the <BODY> 
element, any elements you nest within the 
<BODY> element inherit the same formatting.

 HTML inheritance makes it easy to keep the 
formatting intact as you add new items within an 
element.

Understanding Style Sheets           
(pg 63)



External and Internal Style Sheets
 You can connect an HTML document to an 

external style sheet or an internal style sheet.
 Internal style sheets exists within an existing 

HTML page, while an external style sheets are 
separate files.

 External style sheets are used more often because 
you can link them to more than one HTML 
document.

 You might use an internal style sheet if your site 
consists of a single page.

Understanding Style Sheets           
(pg 63)



 You can use an external style sheet to define 
formatting and layout instructions as well as to 
link the page to your HTML document.

 You can save the style sheet as a text file and 
assign .css file extension to identify the file as a 
cascading style sheet.

Create an External Style Sheet      
(pg 64)



Create an External Style Sheet
1. Create a new document in your text editor.
2. To create a style rule, type the element tag for 

which you want to define formatting properties.
3. Type a space
4. Type {
5. Type the properties and values for the rule

Note: Be sure to separate declarations with a semicolon.

6. Type } to end the rule

Create an External Style Sheet      
(pg 64)



Create an External Style Sheet
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Create an External Style Sheet
7. Repeat steps 2 through 6 to continue adding 

style rules to your style sheet.
8. Click File.
9. Click Save
10. Navigate to the folder storing your HTML pages
11. Type a unique filename for your style sheet and 

the .css extension.
12. Click Save

Create an External Style Sheet      
(pg 65)



Create an External Style Sheet
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Can I use more than one style sheet with 
my HTML page?

 Yes.  You can import a style sheet and use the 
<STYLE> tags within the <HEAD> tags to 
reference the sheet.

 You can import more than one sheet.  For 
example, you can use the code to import two 
sheets.

<STYLE>
@IMPORT URL(“?”);
@IMPORT URL(“?”);
</STYLE>

Create an External Style 
Sheet (pg 65)



What is XSL?
 XSL, short for extensible style language, is a 

newer style sheet language used with XHTML 
documents.

 Because XHTML is a newer markup language 
version than HTML, XSL is not as widely 
supported yet as CSS.

 If you are building your Web pages in XHTML 
and prefer to use XSL as your style sheet 
language, be sure to save the text file in the .XSL 
extension.

Create an External Style 
Sheet (pg 65)



 You can link to a style sheet to assign the preset 
formatting to your HTML document.

 You can link multiple documents to the same 
style sheet to give all the pages in your site a 
consistent look and feel

Link to a Style Sheet                       
(pg 66)
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Link to a Style Sheet
1. Open the HTML document you want to link to a 

style sheet.
2. Click within the <HEAD> and </HEAD> tags 

and add a new line.
3. Type <LINK REL= “stylesheet” TYPE = 

“text/css”.
4. Type a blank space and HREF=“?”, replacing ? 

with the name of the style sheet.
<LINK REL=“stylesheet” TYPE= “text/css” HREF=“?”>

Note: The style sheet is now linked with the page.  

Link to a Style Sheet                       
(pg 66)



Link to a Style Sheet
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 You can add comments or notes to your style sheet to 
help you identify your style rules.

 For example, you might add a comment describing the 
results of the rule when applied to text.

 Your Web browser does not read comments.

Add Comments to a Style Sheet    
(pg 67)



Add Comments to a Style Sheet
1. In your style sheet document, type /* to begin 

your comment.
2. Type your comment text.

3. Type */ to end the comment
Note:  When you display your style sheet in a Web 

browser, the comments do not appear.  

Add Comments to a Style Sheet    
(pg 67)



Add Comments to a Style Sheet
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 You can create an internal style sheet that 
resides within your HTML document.

 Internal style sheets are handy if your Web site 
consists of a single page because this allows 
you to change both style rules and page markup 
from the same page.

Create an Internal Style Sheet       
(pg 68)



Create and Internal Style Sheet
1. Within the <HEAD> and </HEAD> tags, add a 

new line and type <STYLE>
2. Add a new line and type the element tag for 

which you want to create a style rule.
3. Type {
4. Type the properties and values for the rule

Note: If you intend to add more than one declaration to 
the rule, be sure to separate declarations with a 
semicolon. 

Create an Internal Style Sheet       
(pg 68)



Create and Internal Style Sheet
5. Type } to end the rule.
6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 to continue adding style rules 

to your internal style sheet.
7. Add a new line and type </STYLE>

Note: The closing tag completes the style sheet.

Create an Internal Style Sheet       
(pg 68)



Create and Internal Style Sheet
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Do older browses recognize internal style 
sheets?

 Older browsers do not support styles, so they 
ignore the <STYLE> tags.

 However, the content of the <STYLE> tag is 
displayed in older browsers, so any coding you 
type in between the <STYLE> tags appears on the 
page.

 You can prevent an older browser from displaying 
style tag coding by typing <!– and -- > before and 
after the style tag details.

Create an Internal Style 
Sheet  (pg 69)



Can I link another Web page to my 
internal style sheet?

 No.  In order for multiple Web pages to take 
advantage of a style sheet, you must use an 
external style sheet and link the pages to the 
sheet.

 An internal style sheet is useful only for a one-
page HTML document.

.

Create an Internal Style 
Sheet  (pg 69)



 You can create a class to apply a style rule 
to certain tags throughout your Web page.

 You can set up a class in your external or 
internal style sheet, and then use the 
CLASS attribute in your document to 
assign the properties and values.

Create a Class                              
(pg 70)



Example:
 If you want all the introductory paragraphs 

formatted differently than all the regular 
paragraphs, you can create a class specifically 
for the introductory paragraphs.

 Once you create the class, the browser applies it 
to all the paragraphs to which the class is 
assigned.

Create a Class (continuation)
(pg 70)



Define a Class
1. In your external or internal style sheet, type the 

tag for which you want to create a class.
2. Type a period.
3. Type a name for the class
4. Type {

Create a Class                           
(pg 70)



Define a Class
5. Type the properties and values for the class

Note: If you intent to add more than one declaration to 
the rule, be sure to separate declarations with a 
semicolon.

6. Type } to end the style rule

Create a Class                           
(pg 70)



Define a Class
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Assign a Class
1. Open the HTML document and click in the tag 

to which you want to assign a class.
2. Type CLASS=“?”, replacing the ? with the 

class name.

Create a Class                           
(pg 71)
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What is a generic class?
 You can use a generic class to format two or 

more different elements. 
 Example:

You might use a generic class to format both 
paragraphs and headings in a document, even 
though both elements use different tags.

Create a Class                           
(pg 71)



What is a generic class? (continuation)
 When defining a generic class, simply type a 

period followed by the class name, such as 
.mytext.

 When applying the class name, use the class 
name, such as <P CLASS=“mytext”> or <H2 
CLASS=“mytext”>

Create a Class                           
(pg 71)



How does inheritance work with classes?
 When you apply a class, it inherits all the 

formatting that the class does not specifically 
override.

 For example, perhaps your HTML document 
contains three types of paragraphs. 

 An introduction, content and a summary 
paragraph.

 You want each to exhibit a slightly different 
appearance, yet all use the same font and size.

Create a Class                           
(pg 71)



How does inheritance work with classes? 
(continuation)?

 You can use style rules to differentiate the 
changes in each, yet leave the font and size the 
same as defined in the <P> tag.

 Each class inherits the formatting of <P> tag, but 
includes any overriding formatting, such as a 
change in bold or italics, or color.

Create a Class                           
(pg 71)



 You can use the <DIV> tag to group 
block-level elements, such as paragraphs 
and headings.

 When you apply the <DIV> tag, the Web 
browser inserts a blank line between the 
sections.

 You can apply styles to different areas, or 
sections, of your Web page using the 
<DIV> tag.

Apply a Style with DIV Tag           
(pg 72)



 You can set up the <DIV> tag, in your 
external or internal style sheet, and then 
apply it in your HTML document.

 When you apply styles with the <DIV> tag, 
the browser overrides the existing section 
and replaces it with the style you specify.

Apply a Style with DIV Tag           
(pg 72)



Set up the DIV Style 
1. In your external or internal style sheet, type 

DIV.? , replacing the ? with the name  you want 
to assign the DIV style.

2. Type {
3. Type the properties and values for the DIV 

style.
Note:  If you intend to type more than one property, use  

a semicolon to separate properties.

4. Type }
Note:  The style rule is complete

Apply a Style with DIV Tag           
(pg 72)



Set up the DIV Style 
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Apply the DIV Tag 
1. In the HTML document, click in front of the 

section to which you want to assign a DIV tag 
and add a line.

2. Type <DIV CLASS= “?”>.
3. Type </DIV> at the end of the section

Apply a Style with DIV Tag           
(pg 73)



Apply the DIV Tag 

Apply a Style with DIV Tag           
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How do I format part of a paragraph or 
other element? 

 You can use the <SPAN> tag to apply formatting 
to a portion of text in your HTML document.

 Unlike the <DIV> tag, the <SPAN> tag is an 
inline tag, which means it does not add blank 
lines in between elements

Apply a Style with DIV Tag           
(pg 73)



How do I format part of a paragraph or 
other element? (continuation)

 To apply a style using the <SPAN> tag, first 
define the class you want to assign:

<STYLE>
SPAN.companyname {FONT: bold “Helvetica”}
</STYLE>

 When you want to apply the style rule, your 
coding might look like this:

<P><SPAN CLASS=“companyname”>

Apply a Style with DIV Tag            
(pg 73)



 When you apply a style locally, it 
overrides any styles found on external or 
internal style sheets for the same tag.

 Applying styles locally works best for 
one-time changes.

 You should use regular style sheets to 
control formatting and layouts on your 
pages.

Apply a Style with DIV Tag           
(pg 74)



 You can apply a style to a single instants of 
a tag in your document.  

 Example: Perhaps you want to make one of 
you level 2 headings stand out differently 
on the page than the reset of the level 2 
headings.

 The STYLE attribute allows you to apply 
formatting like a style sheet without having 
to create an actual style sheet yourself.

Apply a Style Locally                      
(pg 74)



Apply a Style Locally 
1. Click in the tag for the element you want to 

change and type STYLE=“?” ,  replacing the ? 
with the properties and values you want to 
assign.
Note:  If you intend to assign more than one 

property, a separate the properties with a 
semicolon.

Apply a Style Locally                      
(pg 74)



Apply a Style Locally 
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 You can use the ID attribute to assign a 
style rule to an individual Web page 
element.

 Instead of creating a style sheet first, then 
applying the styles to your document, you 
can use the ID attribute to assign a style 
name to a tag first and then define the rule 
in the style sheet.

Apply a Style Using the ID 
Attribute (pg 73)



 IDs are like classes except they are not 
associated with specific elements.

 If you want to assign a style rule to more 
than one element of the same tag, create a 
class instead..

Apply a Style Using the ID 
Attribute (continuation) (pg 74)



Apply a Style Using the ID 
Attribute 

1. In the tag element for which you want to create 
a style rule, type ID= “?”, replacing the ? with a 
unique name for the element.

2. Open your external style sheet, or scroll to your 
internal style sheet.

3. Type the tag to which you assigned an ID

Apply a Style Using the ID 
Attribute (pg 74)



Apply a Style Using the ID 
Attribute 

4. Type #?, replacing the ? with the ID name
5. Type a blank space and define the style rule.

Apply a Style Using the ID 
Attribute (pg 75)



Apply a Style Using the ID Attribute 
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